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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR GENERATING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL 
MESH BETWEEN TWO ARBITRARY BOUNDARIES 
by William D. McNaIly 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A FORTRAN IV program is presented which computes and plots the coordinates for  
a two-dimensional orthogonal mesh in the region between the wal ls  of a flow channel. 
The program is designed fo r  a channel containing a body about which flow passes  and 
which spans the channel f rom one wall to the other. However, the condition that the 
channel contain an immersed body can be easily removed from the program. 
Input to the program is brief. It consists of a r r a y s  of point coordinates describing 
the two channel wa l l s  and the front and rear edges of the submerged body. Information 
is also given for  the number of orthogonal mesh lines desired in the throughflow and 
normal directions. Output consists of the coordinates of the generated orthogonal mesh 
points as well  as the angles of the mesh at these points with the horizontal plane. One 
of the routines in the program also generates a microfilm plot of the channel and the 
submerged body, as well as a plot of the orthogonal mesh. All  routines in the program 
except the plot routine are in general FORTRAN IV code and could be easily t ransferred 
to other computing equipment. 
and equipment and would require  recoding at another facility. 
enough that it can be easily f i t  with a cubic spline curve; that is, it should not contain 
any sha rp  discontinuities in slope. The space  between these wal ls  is divided into equal 
increments across  the channel, and spline curves through these points constitute the 
"horizontal", or throughflow, orthogonal lines. The "vertical", o r  normal,  orthogo- 
nals are obtained by means of a s imple "predictor-corrector' ' type process in which 
normals to adjacent orthogonal lines are used. The program is restricted to channels 
which are essentially horizontal; that is, at no point should either of the channel wal ls  
be inclined more than 45' to the horizontal. 
This report includes a listing of the program, with an explanation of the input re- 
quired and the output generated. Numerical examples are also included. Running t imes 
are under 0 .1  minute on IBM 7094 o r  360-67 equipment. 
The plot routine makes use  of Lewis in-house subroutines 
The geometry of each of the channel wal ls  input to the program must be  smooth 
INTRODUCTION 
Finite difference solutions to partial differential fluid flow equations require  that a 
finite difference mesh be placed upon the solution region. And in most cases,  the t e r m s  
in the finite difference equations will be simplified if this mesh is orthogonal. This 
report  descr ibes  a FORTRAN IV program which computes and plots coordinates f o r  a 
two-dimensional orthogonal mesh in the region between the walls of a flow channel. 
The pr imary application for  this program at NASA Lewis Research Center is for  
analytical solutions for  flow in turbomachinery passages containing rotor o r  s ta tor  blade 
rows. For  this reason, the program is designed fo r  a channel containing a solid body 
about which the flow passes  and which spans the channel f rom one wall  to the other. The 
input to the program is designed s o  that the mesh spacing can be varied in the regions 
upstream of the immersed blade row, in the general space  occupied by the blade row, 
and downstream of it. In this way a region of par t icular  in te res t  can be covered with a 
finer mesh than is used in the other two regions. 
s ince the only way the body geometry affects the generated mesh is by designating the 
points of separation of the three  mesh-size regions. The resulting program would have 
wide application in many fields where finite difference solutions are desired between the 
wal ls  of an a rb i t ra r i ly  shaped channel. 
Input to the program consists primarily of spline points describing the channel walls 
and the edges of the submerged body. These a r r a y s  of points must be smooth enough 
that they are capable of being accurately fitted with cubic spline curves. Therefore, 
they cannot contain any sha rp  discontinuities in slope. 
The program divides the space between the walls into equal increments across  the 
channel. Spline curves are then fit through the resulting points to obtain the throughflow, 
o r  s t reamwise o r  'Tmrizontal", orthogonals. The normal,  o r  "vertical", orthogonals 
are obtained by means of a simple "predictor-corrector' ' technique in which normals  to 
This "immersed body" feature of the program can be easily removed, however, 
adjacent orthogonal l ines are used. This technique is analogous to the second-order 
Runge-Kutta method fo r  solving ordinary differential equations known as the improved 
Euler method o r  Heun's method (ref. 1). 
channel walls should not be  inclined by more than about 45' with the horizontal plane. 
For axial turbomachinery this is not a ser ious restriction. 
removed in a more general recoding of the program. The program could also be ex- 
tended to two-dimensional geometries with wa l l s  having noncontinuous slopes, as well 
as to some three-dimensional geometries. 
Output consists of printed coordinates of the generated orthogonal mesh points, as 
well as the angles of the mesh lines at these points with the horizontal plane. One of the 
The program is restricted to channels which are essentially horizontal; that is, the 
This limitation could be 
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program's subroutines generates a microfilm plot of the channel input geometry and of 
the  calculated orthogonal mesh. All routines in the program except the plot routine are 
in general FORTRAN IV code and could be easily t ransferred to other computing equip- 
ment. The plot routine makes u s e  of Lewis in-house subroutines and equipment and 
would require  recoding at another facility. Run t imes for  average mesh s izes  are under 
0.1 minute on IBM 7094 o r  360-67 equipment. 
mesh, as well as a description of each of the subroutines in the program. A complete 
listing is also included. The input and output are thoroughly described, and numerical 
examples are given. The Lewis plot routines are described in the appendix. 
This report  includes a description of the method used to generate the orthogonal 
DESCRIPTION OF METHOD 
The program makes use  of four principal subroutines - INPUT, MESH, OUTPUT, 
and OUPLOT. The bulk of the  work is done in MESH, which uses  four auxiliary 
routines - ROOT, CROSS, SPLINE, AND SPLINT. About 400 lines of code are used in 
these eight routines. The calling arrangement is illustrated in figure 1. 
Figure 1. - Call ing sequence of subroutines. 
The INPUT routine reads in  data, the OUTPUT routine prints results,  and OUTPLOT 
makes a microfilm plot of the generated mesh. So the bulk of the mesh generation 
algorithm is contained in MESH, which is described in the following paragraphs. 
figure 2. Two sets of coordinates (ZBOT,RBOT and ZTOP,RTOP) describe the upper 
and lower channel wa l l s ,  and two others  (ZLE,RLE and ZTE,RTE) describe the front 
and rear of the confined body. The coordinates defining the body are not used as  par t  
The mesh generation algorithm begins with input data s imi la r  to those shown in 
3 
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Figure 2. - Schematic representation of input  variables. 
of the mesh generation algorithm. It is the shape of the channel walls which fully de- 
termines the orthogonal mesh. The intersections of the edges of the body with the 
bottom channel wall (ZLE(1) and ZTE(1)) are the points which separate  the three  regions 
of varying mesh size.  These regions correspond generally to the areas upstream of the 
body, on the body, and downstream of it. The Z-coordinates, ZBEGIN and ZEND, de- 
fine the extremes of the orthogonal mesh where its left and right boundaries intersect 
the bottom channel wal l .  These two parameters ,  along with the number of mesh spaces  
requested in each region, determine the mesh spacing upstream and downstream of the 
central body. The two points where the left and right mesh boundaries intersect the 
upper channel wall must remain arbitrary,  s ince they will  be defined by the mesh gener- 
ation algorithm. 
The MESH subroutine begins by extending lines vertically f rom each of the input 
points on the lower boundary to the upper channel wall (see fig. 3) .  Each of these lines 
is then divided into equal increments, the number depending upon the number of 
mesh lines desired in the horizontal, o r  s t reamwise,  direction. The resulting array of 
points along the radial lines is called RRAD. Spline curves are fit through the points in 
the RRAD a r ray  to give the horizontal orthogonals. These a r e  shown in figure 4. 
The procedure for  calculating the vertical orthogonal links between adjacent hori- 
zontal orthogonals is illustrated in figure 5.  This procedure is analogous to the tech- 
nique fo r  solving ordinary differential equations known as the improved Euler  method 
o r  Heun's method (ref. 1). In this technique, the solution at the next unknown point is 
4 
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R 
+Z 
Figure 3. - RRAD coordinates on  vertical l ines constructed from input points 
o n  lower boundary. 
I ,Z 
Figure 4. -"Horizontal" orthogonals spline fitted through RRAD points. 
ZNL, RNL 
ZNU, RNU7 ,-UPPer ' I  horizontal" orthoqonal 
, I\ \ \ ,-Final "vertical" orthogonal l ink  
z_- 'LLower"  horizontal" orthogonal 
=z 
Figure 5. - Calculation procedure fo r  a' lvert ical" orthogonal link. 
first predicted f rom the solution at a known point by using the Euler method. A second 
solution is then calculated by using a new slope obtained f rom the predicted point. The 
final solution is a corrected combination of these two solutions. 
In this program, a s imi la r  process  is used to construct the vertical links between 
adjacent horizontal orthogonals. 
f rom left to right between each pair  of adjacent horizontal orthogonals (see fig. 6). 
When all links are calculated for one pair  of orthogonals, the algorithm moves vertically 
to the next pair and again constructs links, moving from left to right. 
Each link begins at a known (previously calculated) mesh point on the lower hori- 
zontal orthogonal with coordinates REFZ, REFR. A normal to this point is constructed 
(line @ in fig. 5), and the intersection (ZNL, RNL) is calculated on the upper ortho- 
gonal curve. The subroutines ROOT and CROSS are used to locate this intersection. 
(This process will be  explained in more detail in the following paragraph. ) The slope 
of the upper orthogonal at the point of intersection (ZNL, RNL) is computed; this is 
SLU. Line @ in figure 5 is then constructed in such a way that it is perpendicular to 
the SLU line and also passes  through the reference point (REFZ, REFR). The coordi- 
nates of the intersection of line @ with the SLU line are calculated; these are ZNU 
and RNU. This point is a smal l  distance away f rom the upper orthogonal curve due to 
These links are constructed one at a time, moving 
6 
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Figure 6. - Process for generating "vertical" orthogonal links. 
the change in slope of that curve in moving from point ZNL, RNL to point ZNU, RNU. 
The final location of the new orthogonal mesh point on the upper curve has a 
Z-coordinate (ZOM) which is the average of ZNL and ZNU. 
R-coordinate (ROM) is calculated by spline interpolation, using the value of ZOM and 
coordinates in the RRAD a r ray .  The process of constructing vertical links is continued 
until the upper channel wal l  is reached by all vertical orthogonals. This completes the 
generation of the mesh. 
Let us return to the procedure by which the intersection of line @ in figure 5 with 
an upper horizontal orthogonal curve is calculated. 
Z-coordinate bounds (BNDL and BNDR) on the upper orthogonal curve between which the 
intersection is certain to occur (see fig. 7). These bounds are calculated by using the 
slope of l ine @ and an approximate distance between the two horizontal orthogonals. 
One of these bounds is always equal to REFZ (see fig. 7). The other is established by 
estimating how far the intersection with the upper orthogonal is away (in the Z-direction) 
f rom REFZ and then doubling that distance for  a factor of safety. Once the two bounds 
are set, ROOT is called to find the intersection. 
The ROOT subroutine calculates the intersection of a straight l ine with a curve 
(the upper horizontal orthogonal in this application). it does this by systematically 
choosing Z-coordinates, calculating the distance in the R-direction between the straight 
l ine (line @ in fig. 7) and the orthogonal curve at each of these coordinates, and con- 
verging to the intersection. ROOT begins with a Z-coordinate halfway between the bounds 
BNDL and BNDR and computes the distance between the corresponding R-coordinates of 
The corresponding 
The MESH subroutine establishes 
7 
R(or Y)  
A 
I EZ(or X) 
Figure 7. - Intersection of l i n e a  with upper orthogonal by ROOT subroutine. 
l ine @ and the upper curve at the given value of Z.  This distance is called RMR 
(see fig. 7). Based on the sign of RMR, ROOT decides on which s ide of the chosen 
Z-coordinate the intersection lies, and moves the left o r  right bound inward accordingly. 
The resulting interval is again cut in half and a new RMR computed. This process of 
dividing the remaining interval is repeated 20 t imes by the ROOT subroutine. 
t ime the remaining interval is cut in half, s o  that after 20 iterations the intersection is 
accurately located. 
CROSS is the routine called 20 times during each call on ROOT. CROSS calculates 
RMR f o r  a given value of Z (see fig. 8). On the straight l ine (line @ in fig. 8) normal 
to the lower orthogonal, the R-coordinate (RLINE) is computed f o r  the given value of Z .  
For  the s a m e  Z ,  the R-coordinate (RCURV) and slope (SL) are computed on the upper 
orthogonal curve. Note that RLINE can be of greater  magnitude than RCURV, as it is 
f o r  the dashed-line value of Z in figure 8. RMR is computed as the difference between 
RCURV and RLINE. 
Each 
An example of a completed orthogonal mesh is shown in figure 9. The body geome- 
t ry  has once again been superimposed on the mesh region in this figure. Notice that it 
did not affect the generation of the orthogonal mesh, except that the mesh spacing has 
been varied in the regions forward of the body, on the body, and to the rear of the body. 
This spacing is controlled by the input. 
8 
A 
RMR{I \  i’ 
2 
REFSL I I 
I 
I !EFR 
- . -wZ 
Figure 8. - Procedure to compute RMR by CROSS subroutine. 
OM 
I t - l  
Figure 9. - Completed orthogonal mesh. 
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USE OF PROGRAM 
The orthogonal mesh program is very easy to use.  Input consists of a smal l  number 
of coordinate a r r ays  describing boundary geometry. These a r r a y s  are very easy to 
assemble.  Following sections descr ibe the input and output thoroughly. Numerical ex- 
amples are given to i l lustrate what the program does and to give an overview of the in- 
put - 
Numerical Examples 
Six examples are given wAch illustrate the range of geometr,,.s for  which meshes 
2 DIRECTION 
BOUNDARIES OF PLOT REGION 
2 DIRECTION 
ORTHOGONAL MESH 
Figure la -Converging channel with fine mesh. 
can be generated. The first of these examples is the converging channel which has been 
illustrated in previous figures in  the section DESCRIPTION OF METHOD. This channel 
was  shown in figure 9 with a coarse  mesh. It is illustrated in figure 10 with a more  
commonly desired fine mesh suitable for finite difference calculations. The complete 
input for  this example is listed in table I, and the output is shown and discussed in the 
section Output. 
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TABLE I. - INPUT FOR CONVERGING-CHANNEL EXAMPLE 
ORTHOCXINAL MFSH TEST CASE- FlNE MESH 
MESH INPUT IlATA ANC INPUT ARRAY BOUNDS 
ML MT nz MR 
8 20 28 20  
ZREGIN LEND 
-0.250000 0.750000 
BWNOARY INPUT OATP 
Z8OT ARRAY 
-0.500000 
0.500000 
w t m  ARR.AY 
0.87aooo 
1.248000 
ZTOP ARRAY 
RTOP ARRAY 
-0.500000 
1.~6inoo 
BnOY INPUT OATA 
ZLE AKRAY 
WLE ARR4Y 
ZTE ARRAY 
KTE ARR4Y 
0 
1.000000 
0.400000 
1.200BOO 
-0.300000 
0.700000 
0.920000 
1.330OOO 
-n.100000 
1.91tl000 
00233000E-01 
1.180000 
0.346000 
1.410000 
NBOT NTOP 
11 7 
-0.100000 
0.900000 
0.968000 
1.383OOO 
0.100000 
1.882000 
0.390000E-01 
1 360000 
0.317000 
1 .620000 
NL E 
6 
0 
1 .oooooo 
0.250000 
1 .860000 
NT E 
4 
0.100c00 0.200000 o.3voooo 9. rrdCI)@@ 
1 e 2@E0?\6 1.152OOO 1.044000 1e1000c0 
0 400 DOC 0.60000Q 0.900400 
1.000000 1 025000 1.843001' 
0.470000E-01 0.500000E-01 0.500000E-01 
1 a540000 1.72DOOO 1.892000 
0.300000 
1.053000 
Z DII(EcTIW 
BOUNDARIES OF PLOT REGION 
Z DlRCCTlW 
ORTHOGONAL MSH 
Z ~DlKCTlON 
BOUNDAR I ES OF PLOT REG I ON 
- 
Z D l l i f C l l M l  
BOUNDARIES OF PLOT REGION 
2 DIRECTION 
ORTHOGONAL MESH 
Z DIRE(1IW 
ORTHOGONAL MESH 
Figure 11 - Input and ouiput plots of typical geometries and meshes. 
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Z DIRECTION 
BOUNDARIES OF PLOT REGION 
~ -~ 
2 DIRECTION 
ORTHOGONAL MESH 
Z DIRECTION 
BOUNDARIES OF PLOT REGION 
Figure 1L Concluded 
2 DIRECTION 
ORTHOGONAL MESH 
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The microfilm plots of input points and generated meshes fo r  five other channel 
shapes appear in f igure 11. 
Input 
Figure 12 shows the placement of input variables on data cards .  The first input 
card is f o r  a title, which identifies the data set and is printed on the output. The u s e r  
FORTRAN STATEMENT 
Figure 12. - Input data format 
may type whatever information he wishes in any of the columns of this card. 
maining cards are for  input data. 
in sequence behind the program. 
special instructions for  preparing the input data. 
The re- 
Many sets of data may be executed by the program in one run by simply placing them 
The input variables are defined in the next section. That section is followed by some 
14 
MR=6 
- - - - - - - - O N T O P =  7 
r M Z =  15 
CZEND 
RTO P 
Figure 13. - Complete representation of input  variables. 
Dictionary of input variables. ~ - The following variables are given as input to the 
program and are illustrated in figure 13. 
ML number of mesh lines between left boundary of orthogonal mesh 
(ZBEGIN) and front, o r  leading, edge of body (ZLE(1)) 
MR number of mesh lines between bottom and top boundaries of orthogonal 
mesh 
MT number of mesh lines between left boundary of orthogonal mesh 
(ZBEGIN) and rear, o r  trailing, edge of body (ZTE(1)) 
MZ number of mesh lines between left and right boundaries of orthogonal 
mesh (ZBEGIN to ZEND) 
NBOT number of points in ZBOT and RBOT a r r a y s  defining bottom boundary 
of region 
NLE number of points in ZLE and RLE a r r a y s  defining front,  o r  leading, 
edge of body 
NTE number of points in ZTE and RTE a r r a y s  defining rear, o r  trailing, 
edge of body 
NTOP number of points in ZTOP and RTOP a r r a y s  defining top boundary of 
region 
15 
RBOT a r r a y  of R-coordinates of input points defining bottom boundary of 
region 
RLE a r r a y  of R-coordinates of input points defining front, o r  leading, edge 
of body 
RTE a r r a y  of R-coordinates of input points defining rear, or trailing, edge 
of body 
RTOP 
ZBEGIN 
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of input points defining top boundary of region 
Z-coordinate of intersection of first vertical mesh l ine with bottom 
boundary of region 
ZBOT a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of input points defining bottom boundary of 
region 
ZEND Z-coordinate of intersection of final vertical mesh line with bottom 
boundary of region 
ZLE a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of input points defining front, o r  leading, edge 
of body 
ZTE a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of input points defining rear, o r  trailing, edge 
of body 
ZTOP a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of input points defining top boundary of region 
Special instructions for  preparing input. - The following instructions and restrictions 
(1) The number of mesh lines in either direction must not exceed 50: 
should be  observed when preparing input: 
MZ I 50 
MR I 50 
(2) The number of input coordinates on any sur face  must not exceed 50: 
NBOT I 5 0  
NTOP I 50 
NLE I 50 
NTE 5 50 
16 
(3 )  The origin of coordinates ( Z  = 0, R = 0) can be placed in any location convenient 
(4)  The a r r ays  of coordinates describing body geometry should begin and end with 
to the user .  
points on the channel walls. If this condition is not met, the program will execute; but 
mesh spacing will be altered depending upon where these a r r a y s  of coordinates begin and 
end. 
(5)  The horizontal orthogonals are generated by means of spline curves through 
The RRAD array,  in turn, is a function of the number of points in the RRAD a r ray .  
points given in the ZBOT a r r a y  of input. If either channel wall has curvature to it, 
enough points should be given in ZBOT ( 5  to 10 at least) to ensure an RRAD a r ray  with 
enough points to guarantee accurate horizontal orthogonals. 
(6) No points on the generated orthogonal mesh should be outside the extremes of 
the input ZBOT and ZTOP a r rays .  
outside the limits of ZBEGIN and ZEND to prevent this condition from occurring (see 
fig. 14). If the orthogonal mesh does pass beyond the bounds of ZBOT o r  ZTOP, the 
SPLINE routines wil l  be used fo r  extrapolation; and the ROOT routine may fail to con- 
verge, stopping the program. 
range as those in the ZBOT array.  Otherwise, the vertical lines extended upward from 
the bottom channel wal l  (see fig. 3)  will have to intersect an extrapolated portion of the 
upper channel wal l .  
ZBOT and ZTOP should contain values sufficiently 
(7) The a r r ay  ZTOP should contain Z-coordinates which a t  least cover the s a m e  
The program will execute under these conditions, but the portion of 
R 
' Z  I 
Figure 14 - Ewmple of orthogonal mesh beyond l imi ts of input 
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the  upper wal l  generated by spline extrapolation may not conform to what the u s e r  would 
input in its place. 
output 
Output f rom the program consists of two parts:  a computer listing with printed 
tables of orthogonal mesh coordinates and angles, and microfilm plots of both input 
geometry and generated orthogonal mesh. 
given in table II. 
A partial listing of the output from the converging channel of the first example is 
The microfilm plots f rom this exampl_e are given in figure 10. 
TABLE n. - PARTIAL OUTPUT FOR CONVERGING-CHANNEL MAMPLE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I** *** 
*** L CUOHUINATES UF *** *** ORTHUGONAL MESH *** *** *** . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
** RnTron miin NU. 
-0.1 5COUO 
0.333334E-01 
U.300000 
G. 6 1 8 7 5 0  
** #nu NU. 2 ** 
-0.2oOR33 
U. 17b419F-0 1 
u.785571 
0. hO 9 3 4 6  
** RIIY NO. 3 ** 
L.336329t-02 
0.271495 
U . 6 0 l I  2 0 1  
** Rnr NU. 4 L* 
- n . 2 7 0 7 ~ 7  
-0.279901 
-0.9463511~-02 
0.257829 
0.591356 
** m u  NU. 5 ** 
- n . 7 0 ~ 3 2 9 ~ - 0  1 
0.244641 
0 . 5 n 2 ~ 5 4  
-0.ZRR153 
1 ** 
-0 - 2 1 4 2 8 6  
0.666667E-01 
U.333333 
0 .b62MO 
-0.1785 71  
0.366667 
0.lOOOOOt t o o  
-0.142857 
0.133333 
o.4oocoD 
-0.1) 7 1 4 3  
C.156667 
0.443750 
-0.714286E-01 
0.200000 
0.487500 
-0.357143E-Cl 
C.233333 
0.  531250 
-?.186265E-?8 
P.266667 
n.575eI-e 
0.706250 0.75COnO 
-0.225334 
0.50G561t-01 
0.31 9 55 6 
G . b S 4 0 0 0  
-0.1 m y 4 8  
0.698698 
0.825723E-01 
U.353388 
43.154663 
0.115429 
0.387076 
0.743360 
-0.119461 
0.148905 
C -43  1 2 5 7  
-0.843637E-@I 
0.1829C7 
0.475628 
-0.494692E-01 
0.217214 
n.520157 
-0  - 1 4 7 2 9  I E - P l  
C. 251453 
0.564733 
-0.235467 
n. 3411136~-01 
s .3061n9 
0.645746 
-0.2OLl325 
0.664123E-01 
0.340566 
0.691380 
-0.165403 
0.374634 
C.736963 
o. 9 84879 t-01 
-0.133653 
C.131704 
0.419175 
-0.960822E-01 
0.166089 
0.464085 
-!?.619012E-C1 
0.201299 
Pa509350 
-0.2806P8E-01 
0.236525 
C.554738 
-0.244640 
0.2 1 0 2 5OE-0 1 
-0.20 9 7 1  6 
0.5165YOE-Cl 
0.328260 
~ 0 8 4 3 2 8  
-0.175092 
0.362737 
0.730831 
0 . 8 2 8 0 7 5 ~ - 3 ~  
-C.140724 
0.115367 
0 9 40 7 5 9 6  
-0.106613 
0.149780 
0.452948 
-0.730324E-01 
0.185677 
C.498884 
-n.399967E-F1 
0.22194C 
n.545?62 0.293290 
0.637774 
- ~ 2 1 8 1 3 5  
0.384014E-Ll 
0.316533 
(1.677573 
-0.25ZY22 
0.873441E-02 
U.280919 
C.630122 
-0.183745 
0.351449 
0.724988 
c .685735t -31  
-0 - 1 4 9 6 9 6  
0.100214 
C - 3 9 6 6 1 5  
-0.115979 
0.134248 
0.442296 
-@.828917E-01 
0.170515 
C -48 8822 
-0.5r?5551E-91 
C.207763 
535 75 6 
** RLlr  NU. 6 ** 
-~ .107h17€-01 
-0.295559 
0 . 2 ~ 2 ~ 0 4  
0.574142 
-0.26U 3 0 3  
C.269149 
0.622828 
- 0 . z a 4 6 z 4 t - o ~  
-0.225 595 
U.ZLb855E-01 
0.30 5447 
U.671148 
-0.191376 
0.55k 769t -3  1 
0.719459 
0.340836 
-3.157583 
0.865000E-01 
0.386316 
-0.124195 
0. 1 1 9 7 7 2  
0.432214 
-P.915096E-P1 
C. 1 5 6 0 5 0  
0.479231 
-0.597631E-F1 
C .  1 9 4 0 7 9  
C.526873 
** ROY NU. 7 ** 
-0.30711H 
-0.492 14hF-01 
0.22000% 
0.567066 
** mnb NO. n ** 
-0.307831 
-0.4b4033F-0 1 
n.2UR734 
0 - 5 5 9 d 7 d 
** mow NU. 9 ** 
-11.312691 
-0.266787 
-0.11 3282E-01 
0 - 2 5  b 0 5 7  
0.61 5 9 3 4  
-L.232104 
0 . lb5253E-01 
0.295071 
-0.197999 
0 .447651t -31  
0.330962 
0.71 4268 
-0.164399 
0.743638 E-01 
0.376768 
-0.131275 
0.106621 
0.422789 
-0.989149E-Pl 
0.142526 
0 -4 70187 
-C.6765?6E-01 
P.181?34 
0,518469 
0.665087 
-b127237Y 
0.24772 8 
- o . i ~ i 3 6 n ~ - o t  
o -60 9 4 8  1 
-0.237668 
0.79118Ot-02 
D.285478 
6.659424 
-C.233621 
0.321896 
U.709441 
0 . 3 5 ~ 5 2 8 ~ - D L  
-0.17C 1 5 5  
U.638549E-Cl 
0.368036 
-0.137232 
0.950118E-01 
C.414106 
-0.105131 
C. 13C 18C 
0.461763 
-b.277080 -b.242293 -L.208250 -0.174860 -0.142078 -@.110172 -e. 7 9 5 7 7 3 E - F l  
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TABLE II. - CMch!ded. PARTIAL OLlTPUT FOR CONVERGING-CHA"ZL -LE 
..****.***.~....**.**.tlf.. 
I.. *** 
a** R COORDINATES OF *** *** ORTHObONAL MESH **8 ... 8.. 
*l***..*..*..*U***..tU.lt 
0.956470 
1.062059 
I .200000 
1.345825 
0.966011 
1.081053 
1.221124 
1.013097 
1.113166 
1.247805 
1.061064 
1.147024 
1.27542k 
1.109796 
1.182785 
1.304000 
1.159187 
1.220501 
1.333533 
1.209145 
1.26CO82 
1.36400 1 
1 .259581  
1 . 3 3  1296 
1.395353 
1.310418 
1.343880 
1.427531 
1.36 1581 
.* 8OTTOM no* NU. 
0 .930968  
1.0 13058 
1.152000 
1.299921 
** SOY NU. 2 *I 
1.053565 
1.182247 
1.323919 
*I (LOU NO. 3 .* 
1.033250 
1.095780 
0 . 9 8 1 8 1 ~  
1 .?13s in  
1 . 3 4 ~ 4 1 3  
1 -  
0 .939051  
1.027663 
1.31b761 
1.168154 
0 ,989140  
1 .065995  
1 .197764  
1.340348 
1.039846 
1.10b279 
1 .228397  
1.364350 
1.091098 
1 .148263  
1.260036 
1.388774 
1.142831 
1.191699 
1.292665 
1.413626 
1.194985 
1.236358 
1.326268 
1.438906 
1 .24  1507 
1 .282026  
1.36082 2 
1.4b*610 
1.300343 
1 .32e515  
1 . j 9 e 2 9 8  
1.490731 
1.353445 
0.947521 
1.04*000 
1.184075 
1.332091 
0.996724 
1.079952 
1.212897 
1.355339 
1.0466 16  
1.118092 
1.24'747 
1.378926 
1.097113 
1-158171 
1.273601 
1.402851 
1.148137 
1.199933 
1.305433 
1.427124 
1.199621 
1 -243124  
1.338210 
1-45 1762 
1 .2  51 +99 
1.371895 
I.+76702 
1 . ~ ~ 1 7 5 0 9  
1- 303712 
1.332b71 
1.406444 
1.501996 
1.35 e.204 
0 .976274  
1.100000 
1.242108 
1.022084 
1.131356 
1.267857 
1.068917 
1.164000 
1.294404 
1 .116623  
1.198147 
1 .321772  
1.165077 
1.2339k5 
1.349975 
1.214167 
1.271461 
1.379014 
1 .263795  
1.310662 
1 .408875  
1.313869 
1 .351423  
1.439528 
1.364304 
0 .987504  
1.118113 
1.262418 
1.031783 
1.1 49213 
1.287481 
1.077285 
1.181366 
1.313221 
1 .123824  
1.214631 
1.339654 
1.171239 
1.249 150 
1 .3  66792 
1.219389 
1.285061 
1.394641 
1.26815C 
1.322435 
1.42328C 
1 . 3  11414 
1.3 61266 
1.4 52455 
1.367081 
1.O80COL 
1.135385 
1.2 81 749 
1.00 4676 
1.095725 
1.227897 
1.0k2462 
1.166127 
1.3@6235 
1.368737 
1.053658 
1.131538 
1.25b827 
1.391932 
1.086387 
11197909 
1.3313Cb 
1.103317 
1.169484 
1.286765 
1.415409 
1.153564 
1.209351 
1.31 7676 
1.439166 
1 .131554  
1.238742 
1 .356976  I .245815 
1.373415 
*I nnu NU. 5 *I 
1 - 1  3 7 561 
1-186379 
1.279135 
1.398932 
1.177767 
1.264641 
1.383251 
1 .224852  
1.299622 
1.41C135 
1.424965 
I* now NO. 7 **  
I .  3681130 
1-263455 
1.277131 
1.451510 .. ROY NU- H *. 
1.796877 
1-324h77 
1.385181 
1.478557 
.I "OW NU- 9 .I 
1.350550 
1.255501 
1.293799 
1.3822 58 
1.4U7500 
1.272657 
1.335 736 
1.437623 
1.307049 
1.337881 
1.415831 
1. 512063 
1 . 3 2  i r 4 8  
1.373046 
1.4657C3 
1.358897 1.3699@7 
..**tl*l**.l..*.*l.********.**** 
I I* .*. 
*" ANGLES WITH RESPECT **I 
*U T O  THE Z OlRECllON It* 
*U OF THE URTHOGONIL MESH * e *  
**I I.. 
.U****..**.*l**.**..**.**~*.*.* 
I* BLTTOM "11" NU. 
17.563 
72.*91 
26.177 
21.8*1 
I* YO" NU. 2 I. 
11.*8* 
19.YI8 
26.871 
20.9$9 .. YO" MU. 3 I. 
10-W.C. 
17 .1 )9  
19.991 
** YOU NO- + * *  
9-442 
15.265 
22.271 
2 1.5.99 
1~1.968 
n.ws 
*I Y O I  NU. 5 .* 
13.180 
20.907 
17.181 
I* ROY NO. 6 *I 
7 . w 9  
11.235 
19.486 
16. 730 
*I Y U I  NO- 7 .* 
6.5b9 
9.410 
17.999 
15.517 
08 ROW ND. 8 ** 
5.636 
7.685 
lh .435  
14. 245  
L ** 
16.674 
29 .157  
25 .351  
18.383 20.324 
27.917 26.9C2 
24.405 23.233 
13.034 
24 .854  
25 .638  
20.220 
11 -849  
22 .070  
24 .263  
19.410 
10.715 
19 .442  
22.878 
18 .539  
9.625 
1b.976 
21.477 
17.607 
8.569 
14.b70 
20.0kO 
16.615 
7.542 
12.515 
18.559 
15 .564  
6-53b 
17.024 
14 .456  
10.49n 
5 .547  
8.601 
15.629 
13.292 
13 .676  
27.381 
25.*78 
18 .361  
12 .373  
24.413 
23.992 
17.b27 
11.132 
21.580 
22.496 
lb .840  
9 .944  
18.900 
20.987 
15.998 
8 . 8 0 0  
16 .382  
19.458 
15 .100  
7.692 
14.021 
17.907 
14.148 
6 . b l 2  
11.809 
16.326 
13.143 
5.555 
9.731 
1k.701 
12 .087  
1 6 . 4 8 ~  
29.279 
25.650 
16.521 
13.051 
26.774 
24.0b7 
15.797 
l l e b 9 2  
23.927 
22.475 
15.035 
15 .396  
21.046 
20.870 
14.234 
9 .153  
18.316 
19.251 
13.394 
7.955 
15.746 
17.613 
12.514 
6.792 
13.333 
15.952 
11.594 
5. 6 5 8  
11.0b7 
14.267 
10.636 
15.456 
29.857 
25.797 
13.882 
28.046 
24.386 
12 -392  
25.842 
22.869 
10.977 
23.309 
21.151 
9.625 
20.536 
19.5k7 
8.326 
17 .752  
17.813 
7.071 
15.125 
16 .065  
5.852 
12 .654  
14.303 
14.885 
28 .027  
24.151 
16 .247  17.986 
26.870 25.748 
23.341 22.256 
13 .229  
26.489 
22.846 
14.345 15.822 
25.786 24.561 
22.2C3 21.2C9 
1 1 . 6 8 2  
2 4 . 5 8 0  
21 .441  
12.58C 13.817 
24 .519  23.331 
20.992 20.893 
10.21@ 
22.354 
19.94O 
10.931 l l . 9 5 E  
22.903 22 .W6 
19.694 18.988 
8.8')l 
19.885 
18.352 
9.378 10 .202  
20.98k 29.671 
18.307 17.656 
7 . 4 4 4  
17 .263  
16 .686  
7.9C3 8 .553  
11.821 19.Okb 
16.836 16.338 
6 .131  
14.595 
15 .953  
6.k87 6 .914  
16.483 17.178 
15 .290  14.957 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
In this section the general characterist ics of the program and each of its subroutines 
are given, as well as a dictionary of all the program variables and a complete program 
listing. 
routines which are used in the OUPLOT subroutine are described in the appendix. 
The coding of the program is done entirely in FORTRAN W. The Lewis library 
Several labeled commons are used throughout the program: 
contains the variables given as input by the u s e r  
contains more calculated constants and the output coordinates and angles of 
/INPU/ 
/CALC/ 
the orthogonal mesh 
/CROS/ contains the variables t ransferred between the MESH and CROSS subroutines 
Several conventions are used in the naming of variables. In any variable name, a 
Z o r  R usually refers to the Z- and R-coordinates. OM refers to a coordinate o r  vari- 
able on the orthogonal mesh. BOT and TOP refer to the bottom and top channel walls; 
and LE and TE refer to the leading, o r  upstream, edge and trailing, o r  downstream, 
edge of the body, respectively. Slopes have the letters SL in their  variable names, and 
SD refers to second derivatives. The le t te rs  TEM refer to a temporary s torage vari-  
able for some quantity. In the OUPLOT routine a variable containing the letters PLT 
is always an a r r a y  to be plotted. In the general routines, ROOT, SPLINE, and SPLINT, 
X 's  and Y's  will always be  replaced by Z -  and R-coordinates f rom the calling routine. 
The program is arranged presently to handle a mesh of up to 50 points by 50 points. 
It is being run at Lewis on the IBM 7094/7044 direct coupled system with a 32 768-word 
core (77777 ). The total program storage requirement is 47074 of which 30000 
is used in storage of variables. The special Lewis plot routines use about 3000(8) words 
of storage. 
(8) (8) (8) 
Description of Subroutines 
The following sections describe the subroutines which comprise the program. 
Further information on MESH, CROSS, and ROOT can be found in the section DESCRIP- 
TION OF METHOD. 
Subroutine INPUT. - INPUT reads in the input data describing the mesh, the channel 
walls, and the body geometry. It then calculates several  constants describing the mesh. 
Subroutine MESH. - MESH is the principal routine in the program. It calculates the 
coordinates of the orthogonal mesh while making use  of four other routines - ROOT, 
CROSS, SPLINE, and SPLINT. 
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MESH first estimates the horizontal, o r  left-to- right, orthogonals by dividing the 
space  between channel wal ls  into streamtubes of approximately equal height (see fig. 4). 
These tubes are then intersected by vertical, o r  bottom-to-top, orthogonal links by 
means of an improved Euler method technique. Each of these links is the average be- 
tween a line which is normal to the bottom orthogonal (of an adjacent orthogonal pair)  
and another which is approximately normal to the top orthogonal (see fig. 5) .  
Axial distance between vertical orthogonals is determined by the number of mesh 
lines requested in the following three  regions: upstream (to the left ) of the body (ML 
mesh lines f rom ZBEGIN to ZLE(l)) ,  on the body (MT - ML mesh lines f rom ZLE(1) to 
ZTE( l ) ) ,  and downstream of the body (MZ - MT mesh lines f rom ZTE(1) to ZEND) (see 
fig. 13). MR controls the number of horizontal orthogonals, which is the same  in all 
three regions. Note that a vertical orthogonal line which begins within the confines of 
the body may pass across  the front or  rear edge of the body as the line is generated 
in the radial direction. 
Fur ther  details on the operation of MESH a r e  given in the section DESCRIPTION OF 
Subroutine OUTPUT. - OUTPUT prints the coordinates (ZOM, ROM) of the orthogo- 
METHOD . 
nal mesh and the angles (AOM) of the horizontal orthogonals with the t rue  horizontal 
plane. These values are printed at each mesh point. 
set of input data. The first plot shows the input channel and body geometry. The second 
plot shows the generated orthogonal mesh within the channel region (see fig. 10). 
OUPLOT makes u s e  of six routines f rom the Lewis in-house l ibrary.  These six - 
LRMRGN, LRANGE, LRGRID, LRCHSZ, LRLEGN, and LRCURV - are described in the 
appendix. 
OUPLOT first interpolates on the four boundaries to be  plotted - bottom and top 
channel wal ls  and front and rear edges of body - to obtain enough points so  that these 
boundaries will  plot as smooth curves. It then examines the range of values on these 
curves to determine the l imits of the two plots. 
OUPLOT then calls the s ix  l ib rary  routines to accomplish the microfilm plotting. 
A margin is set on the microfilm (LRMRGN), the range of plotted points is given 
(LRANGE), and grid lines and axis labeling are specified (LRGRID). Titles are written 
on the plots by LRLEGN, and finally the desired curves are plotted by calls on LRCURV. 
interval where a function is equal to a given value. In this program the function value is 
RMR (see figs. 7 and 8), and the given value ROOT searches fo r  is RMR = 0. 
variable. In this program CROSS is always called as the function routine, and it calcu- 
lates and returns RMR to ROOT. 
Subroutine -_ OUPLOT. - OUPLOT makes two different plots on microfilm for each 
Subroutine ROOT. - ROOT is a general routine which locates the point within an 
ROOT calls another routine (FUNCT) to compute the function of the independent 
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ROOT begins with a given interval (BNDL to BNDR) in which the intersection 
(causing RMR to equal zero)  is known to occur. It then divides the interval in half and 
checks which half contains the intersection. (The check is performed by using the sign 
of RMR. ) The resulting half interval is again divided and checked at the midpoint. By 
repeating this process 20 t imes the intersection point is located to within 1/(2 ) of the 
original interval. 
ROOT contains an e r r o r  message - ROOT HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE IN THE 
GIVEN INTERVAL, which is given if RMR does not approach zero to within the given 
tolerance, TOLER, in 20 iterations. TOLER is set in the MESH routine to 1/2 percent 
of the distance between two adjacent horizontal orthogonals. 
METHOD. 
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More information on the ROOT routine is given in  the section DESCRIPTION OF 
Subroutine CROSS. ~ -. - CROSS is called by ROOT and, in a special case,  by MESH. 
When called by MESH, CROSS computes only RCURV (see fig. 8) in the situation where 
the vertical orthogonal link is truly vertical o r  radial. When called by ROOT, CROSS 
calculates RMR fo r  a given value of the Z-coordinate between BNDL and BNDR. It also 
returns  the slope, SL, through ROOT to the MESH routine. 
horizontal orthogonal. The spline curve information is transmitted to CROSS from 
MESH in the /CROS/ common. 
CROSS uses  equations of a cubic spline curve to compute RCURV and SL on the upper 
More information on CROSS is given in the section DESCRIPTION OF METHOD. 
Subroutine SPLINE. - SPLINE fits a cubic spline curve to the X- and Y-coordinates 
supplied to it. It solves the tridiagonal matrix equation of reference 2 to obtain coeffi- 
cients for  the piecewise cubic polynomial function of the spline curve. Slopes and 
second derivatives at the spline points are returned to the calling subroutine. SPLINE 
uses  the end condition that the second derivative at either end point is one-half that at 
the adjacent spline point. 
s ame  algorithm as SPLINE to f i t  a curve to the X and Y input points. It then uses  the 
interpolation equations of reference 2 to obtain coordinates and derivatives at given in- 
termediate points. 
SPLINT can also be used to extrapolate, although the results are questionable. 
They become more inaccurate the farther the extrapolated point is from the end point 
and the higher the curvature of the spline curve at the end point. When extrapolation is 
done by SPLINT, the message SPLINT USED FOR EXTRAPOLATION is printed, as well 
as coordinates of the spline curve points and extrapolated points. 
Subroutine SPLINT. - SPLINT interpolates on a cubic spline curve. It uses  the 
22 
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Dictionary of Variables 
The following variables are used throughout the program. The input variables are 
defined in the section Dictionary of input variables.  ~- 
A 
AOM 
B 
BNDL 
BNDR 
C 
D 
DELR 
DELZ 
DFX 
DMDZ 
DYDX 
DYDXNT 
D2YDX2 
EOP 
FUNCT 
Fx 
FX1 
G 
H 
I 
IPLT 
J 
K 
MAXN 
temporary s torage variable in SPLINE and SPLINT 
a r r a y  of angles made by horizontal orthogonal mesh l ines with Z-axis  
at each point of mesh (fig. 9), deg 
temporary s torage variable in SPLINE and SPLINT 
left bound on Z- o r  X-coordinate in MESH and ROOT (figs. 7 and 8) 
right bound on Z- o r  X-coordinate in MESH and ROOT (figs. 7 and 8) 
temporary s torage variable in SPLINE and SPLINT 
temporary s torage variable in SPLINE and SPLINT 
incremental distance in R-direction 
incremental distance in Z-direction 
gradient of R with respect to Z along a horizontal orthogonal in ROOT 
expansion distance to s i z e  of plot in OUPLOT 
gradient of Y with respect to X in SPLINE 
interpolated gradient of Y with respect to X in SPLINT 
second derivative of Y with respect to X in SPLINE and SPLINT 
end of plot indicator in OUTPLOT 
interval subroutine called in ROOT 
function calculated in ROOT 
function retained in ROOT 
temporary a r r a y  in SPLINE and SPLINT 
temporary a r r ay  in SPLINE and SPLINT 
iteration index 
marker  indicating which plots have been completed in OUPLOT 
iteration index 
iteration index 
number of spline points o r  number of interpolated points in SPLINT 
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MEXT 
MINT 
ML 
MLMl 
MLPl  
MR 
MRMl 
MT 
MTMl 
MTPl  
MZ 
MZMl 
N 
N1 
NBOT 
NINT 
NLE 
NTE 
NTOP 
RBOT 
RBPLT 
RBRNG 
RCURV 
REFR 
REFSL 
REFZ 
m a r k e r  in SPLINT indicating that extrapolation has occurred 
marker  in SPLINT indicating that interpolated point coincides with 
given point 
see Input 
ML - 1 
ML + 1 
see Input 
MR - 1 
see Input 
MT - 1 
MT + 1 
see Input 
MZ - 1 
number of X and Y spline points in SPLINE and SPLINT 
N - 1 in SPLINE and SPLINT 
see Input 
number of interpolated X and Y points in SPLINT 
see Input 
see Input 
see Input 
see Input 
a r r a y  of R- coordinates of points defining bottom boundary of region 
plotted in OUPLOT 
R-coordinate of bottom boundary of points plotted in OUPLOT 
R-coordinate of curved horizontal orthogonal l ine f o r  a given value 
of Z in CROSS (fig. 8) 
reference R- coordinate of orthogonal mesh point on previously com- 
puted horizontal orthogonal in MESH (figs. 5 and 8)  
reference slope of normal to horizontal orthogonal in MESH (fig. 8) 
reference Z-coordinate of orthogonal mesh point on previously com- 
puted horizontal orthogonal in MESH (figs. 5 and 8) 
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RFPLT 
RLE 
RLINE 
RMR 
RNL 
RNU 
ROM 
RRAD 
RRPLT 
RTE 
RTEM 
RTI, RTIl  
RTOP 
RTPLT 
RTRNG 
SDI, SDIl 
SDTEM 
SL 
SLK 
SLOM 
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of points defining front, o r  leading, edge of 
body plotted in OUPLOT 
see Input 
R- coordinate on straight-line vertical orthogonal fo r  a given value 
of Z in CROSS (fig. 8) 
RCURV - RLINE in CROSS (fig. 8) 
R- coordinate of intersection of l ine normal to previously calculated 
horizontal orthogonal (at REFZ, REFR) with present horizontal 
orthogonal in MESH (fig. 5)  
R- coordinate of intersection of line through previously calculated 
horizontal orthogonal (at REFZ, REFR) with and normal to SLU 
line in MESH (fig. 5 )  
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of mesh points on orthogonal mesh (fig. 9) 
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of straight vertical lines from bottom bound- 
a r y  to top boundary of region (fig. 3)  
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of points defining rear, o r  trailing, edge of 
body plotted in OUPLOT 
see Input 
temporary s torage fo r  R-coordinate a r r a y s  
temporary storage variables in CROSS 
see Input 
a r r a y  of R-coordinates of points defining top boundary of region 
plotted in OUPLOT 
R-coordinate of top boundary of points plotted in OUPLOT 
temporary s torage variables in CROSS 
temporary storage for  second derivative a r r a y s  
slope of curve at point of intersection by straight line in CROSS 
(fig. 8) 
temporary storage in SPLINT 
a r r a y  of slopes at orthogonal mesh points along horizontal orthogonal 
in MESH (fig. 9) 
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SLU 
SXK, SXKl  
SYM, SYN 
TEMP 
TITL 1 , TITL2 
TITL 3, TITL4 
TOLER 
X 
XFIND 
XINT 
XL,XR 
XMID 
Y 
Y GIVN 
YINT 
Z 
ZBEGIN 
ZBOT 
ZBOTZ 
ZBPLT 
ZEND 
ZFPLT 
ZLE 
slope of horizontal orthogonal curve where it is intersected by a 
normal f rom lower orthogonal curve in MESH (fig. 8) 
temporary s torage in SPLINT 
data variables in OUPLOT containing identification of symbols to be 
used f o r  plotting 
temporary storage a r r a y  in MESH 
data a r r a y s  containing titles to be plotted in OUPLOT 
tolerance governing calculation of intersection of straight l ine with 
curve in MESH and ROOT 
a r r a y  of X-coordinates of spline points in SPLINE and SPLINT 
X-coordinate of intersection of straight l ine with curve in ROOT 
(fig. 7) 
a r r a y  of X-coordinates of interpolation points in SPLINT 
left and right X-coordinates of bounds on region in which intersection 
occurs in ROOT 
X-coordinate of midpoint between XL and XR in ROOT 
a r r a y  of Y-coordinates of spline points in SPLINE and SPLINT 
given value of function, FUNCT, to be matched by root-finding 
process in ROOT 
a r r a y  of Y-coordinates of interpolation points in SPLINT 
given value of Z-coordinate at which RCURV and RLINE are calcu- 
lated in CROSS (fig. 8) 
see Input 
see Input 
temporary variable in CROSS 
a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of points defining bottom boundary of region 
plotted in OUPLOT 
see Input 
a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of points defining front, o r  leading, edge of 
body plotted in OUPLOT 
see Input 
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ZLRNG 
ZNL 
ZNU 
ZOM 
ZRPLT 
ZRRNG 
ZTE 
ZTEM 
ZTOP 
ZTPLT 
ZZBOT 
Z-coordinate of left boundary of points plotted in OUPLOT 
Z-coordinate of intersection of l ine normal to previously calculated 
horizontal orthogonal (at REFZ, REFR) with present horizontal 
orthogonal in MESH (fig. 5) 
Z-coordinate of intersection of l ine through previously calculated 
horizontal orthogonal (at REFZ,REFR) with and normal to SLU 
line in MESH (fig. 5) 
a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of mesh points on orthogonal mesh (fig. 9) 
a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of points defining rear, o r  trailing, edge of 
body plotted in OUPLOT 
Z-coordinate of right boundary of points plotted in OUPLOT 
see Input 
temporary storage fo r  Z-coordinate a r r ays  
see Input 
a r r a y  of Z-coordinates of points defining top boundary of region 
plotted in OUPLOT 
temporary variable in CROSS 
Program Listing 
A complete listing of the FORTRAN program is given here.  If this mesh generation 
program were to be incorporated into a larger  program of the reader,  the routines 
MESH, ROOT, CROSS, SPLINE, and SPLINT would be used essentially as given here.  
The INPUT and OUTPUT routines would probably be incorporated into input and output 
routines in the reader 's  program. Finally, the OUPLOT routime would have to be par- 
tially recoded to suit  the plotting equipment at the reader 's  facility. 
$ f B F T C  M A I N  
27 
I 
S I H t T C  INPUT 
28 
c. 
C.- F O H M A T  S T  A T E M F N  TS 
1 3 U C  F O R M A T  ( 1 H l 1  
1679 F O R M A T  
1 0 W  F r I R M A T  ( R f 1 O 1 5 )  
1050 f n k M A T  ( A O H  
L l n O  F O R M A T  ( / / 1 X * 3 R b M E S H  IhPLIT D A T A  Ah0 I V P U T  A R R A Y  ~ U U N D S / ~ % ~ Z H M L I ~ X I  
11 10 F O R M A T  ( S X 0 6 ~ Z R E G I N . l l X r 4 H Z E N D J  
11  2t: F n H M A T  ( / / 1 X  ~ 1 9 H R U U N D A H Y  I N P U T  U A T A /  5 X  9 1 C H Z B  OT A R R A Y  1 
11 30 F l l k M A T  ( 5 X  v l C H K R O T  A R R A Y  J 
1 1 4 r  F f l K M A T  I S X . 1 G H Z T O P  A R R A Y )  
1150 F O k M A T  I ~ X I ~ C H K T O P  A R R A Y )  
1160 F O R M A T  ( / / l X * 1 5 H H D U Y  I N P U T  D A T A / S X v 9 H L L E  A R R A Y )  
1171 F f l k M A T  4 5 X o 9 h R L E  A R R A Y )  
11 HCJ F O R M A T  ( 5 X 9 9 h Z T E  A h R A Y )  
119n F O k M A T  ( S X e 9 h K T E  A R R A Y )  
i o i r .  F O ~ M A T  ( 1 6 1 5 )  
(4L  1k .16 ) .5X .  2( 1x9 16) r 5X.2  ( 1 x 1  16) ) 
l D 4 L  F O k M A T  L R (  1 X r G 1 5 1 6 )  1 
1 J 
1 2 H M T .  5 X  e2H14.Z .5X r 2 H M K  r 9 X r 4 H N B O T  93x1 4 H N T O P r  9x1 3 H N L E r  4 X 1 3 H N T E )  
F N D  
29 
C--CALI:LIL.ATE E N T R I E S  I N  ZOM AND KGM HOlv BY ROW 
c 
DO 150 J = 2 + H R  
1. 
c-LALCUL A T E  R-CO~RDINATES. SLOPES. AND ANGLES OF PREVIOUS R O A  
C A L L  SPLC N T I  7 d O T i a k  AD( 1. J-1 NkJOT*ZOM(  1 9  J -1)  r M Z * R O M (  I r  J-1) 9 S L O M )  
DL1 60 I = 1  .Mi! 
hf3 AUM(  1.J-1 ) = A T A N (  S L O M (  I )  J*57.295780 
c 
C - - C A L C U L A T F  H T E M q  A N D  SECOND D E R I V A T I V E S .  S O T E M *  CF 
C--AACJNG P R E S f N T  ROW 
Dc1 70 I = l . N B O T  
70 K T E M ( 0  = K R P D L I r J I  
C A L L  S P L  l N E (  ZBI lT *RTEM.NBOT.TEHP.  S D T E M )  
c 
C--MUVE ALOIJG PKESENT KOk ONE P O I N T  A T  A T I M E *  L O C A T  
C--OF ClRTHOliCINAL M E S H  P O I N T S  A L O N G  T h E  ROW 
on 140 I=I.MI 
REF2 = ZC1M4 C qJ-1) 
K F F R  = K I l # ( I  rJ-1) 
on 80 K = l . N R I I T  
I F  ( ~ R O T ( K ) . L T . Z I l ~ ( I . J - L ) )  GO TO tlb 
K R A D  
NG L O M  COORD N A T E  
9 E L R  = ctKAD( K - 1 .  J ) - R R A D ( K - l r J - l ) - ( Z O M (  I .J-1 ) - Z B O T ( K - 1 )  ) / 
I t  Z R n T 4  K ) - L H O T ( K - l )  ) * ( R R A D (  K-1. J ) - R h A O ( K - l *  J - l ) - R R A D ( K r  J ) +  
7 R K A 0 1 K .  J-1) 1 
Gn TQ 90 
RO G I l N T I N l I F  
90 I F  ( A H S ( S C n M ( I ) ) o L € . ~ . O ~ O l )  GO TO 120 
c 
C - - L O C A T €  I N T E R S E C T I U N  O k  L I N E  NORMAL T O  P R E V I O U S  HOW N I T H  P K € S E N T  ROW 
& f F S L  = - 1 . / S L O M (  I j 
l j E l . 7  = D E L R / R E F S L  
IF (RFFSL.LT.D.) GU i n  i e o  
GO i n  110 
H N D L  = Z n M i I e J - 1 ,  
HNOK = R N D L + 1 o @ * D E L L  
16F H N U K  = ZLJM( I rJ-1)  
i r N D L  = 6NOR +Z.E*DELZ 
110 T O L E R  = D E L R / 2 L ) C o  
C A L L  KOOT ( HNDL 9 HNDR 0 9 C R O S S *  T O L E R  9 Z N L  S L U  1 
KNL = K E F H  +H €f S L 4  t Z N L - K E F  Z 
GO TO 1311 
c 
C - - L i I C A T F  I N T E R S E C T I O N  O F  L I N E  N O R M A L  T O  P R E V I O U S  R O k  WITH 
C - - P k f S F N T  KDW I F  M I R M A L  L I N E  IS  R A D I A L  
12G KEFSL = 0, 
7NL = ZCIM(1 .J -11  
L A L C  C R O S S ( i ! f l M (  1.J-1) r R f u L * S L U )  
c 
C - - C A L C I I L A T E  I N T E H S F C T I O h  O F  L I N E  NORMAL TO P R E S E N T  ROW 
30 
31 
S u H m i T  I ,VE a w L m  
c 
C.--CIOPLDT P L U T S  THE 8 0 U N D A R  I E S  OF THE S O L U T I O l U  R E G I O N ,  
(.--AS w F I L  4s ThE G E N E R P T E D  ORTHOGONAL M E S H  
C 
C ClMMON / I  N P l l /  M L  v HT v MZ 9 MKI Z BEG I N  r Z E N 0  t 
~ N ~ ~ I T I N T C I P  ZHOT L 501 9 R B O T I  50) v Z T O P  L5C) 9 R T O P  (5C 1 v 
2 N L  F . N T F  . L L E (  50 I . R L E (  50) . Z T E  (50 1 r K T E L  59) 
COMPIUN / C A L L /  M I  M l . M L P l r M T M L r M T P 1  . M Z M l  rMKMI.9 
1 7  f lM ( 50.50 1 ROM( 50. 50 1 AOM ( 5P 5G I 
0 I M F N F I O N  Z H P L T (  1 3 C  I * R t 3 P L T ( l b O )  r Z T P L T (  1 9 Z )  .R T P L T (  l ? C  1 
l i ' F P L T ( l U 0 ) r K F P L  T ( l O O ) r L R P L T ( 1 3 (  I r R R P L T L 1 3 3 1 r L T E M ( l ~ ~ I * ~ T ~ M ( l ~ C 1 ,  
2SDTFM41f i31  . T  t T L 1 ( 5 ) r T I T L 2 ( 3 )  r T I T L 3 ( 2 1  W T I T L 4 L  21 
0 4 T A  T I T I  1 / 3 W  B O U N D A R I E S  Ok P L O T  R E L I O N  / 
D A T A  T I T L 2 / 1 8 H  n R T H O G O N A L  M E S H  / 
D A T A  T t T L 3 / 1 2 H Z  D I R E C T I O N /  
I ) A T A  T I TL 4/ 1 2 H R  0 I R E C T  I O N /  
D A T A  S Y M /  1 H X  / 
I I A T A  S Y N / l H O /  
32 
2 0  7 T P L T (  L I  = L T P L T t  I - l ) + D E L Z  
L A  L L S P L  I N T  ( Z T O P  9 R TUP 9 NUT U P  9 Z T P L  T 9 100 9 K T P L  T t S DT EM I 
C 
C - - n R T A I N  P L O T  P n I N T S  U P  L E A D I N G  E D G E  nF BODY 
[ ) E L K  = ( K L E (  lvLE ) - $ L E (  1) 1 / 9 9 .  
K f P L T ( 1 )  = R I E ( 1 )  
R F P L T L l C O I  = R L E t h l L E )  
00 30 Jz2.99 
3Ci ~ 6 P l T 4 . i )  = R F P L T ( J - l ) + D E L R  
CAI. L S P L  I N T  ( R L E  .ZL E .NLE. R F P L T  109 9 Z F P L T  9 S O T E  M) 
c, 
C - - O d T A l N  P L O T  P O I N T S  U P  T R A I L I N t i  EUGE Ut- 800Y 
O E L R  = ( K T E ( ~ T E ) - R T F ( 1 ) ) / 9 9 .  
R R P L T ( 1  J = K T E L  1I 
R K p L T i  100 I = R T E (  N T E  J 
o n  413 .~=2.99  
40 R R P L T l J I  = K H P L T ( J - l ) + U E L H  
C A L L  S P L I N T (  R T E  . Z T E . l u T E . R R P L T . l o a , Z R P L T t S U T E M J  
r 
L 
C- -CALClJ I  A T F  THF R A N G E  O f  THk P L U T  
i[ I. H N G  = 
7 R H N G  = A M A X ] (  Z R O T ( N f 3 O T )  r Z T O P ( N T O P )  1 
DEL Z = L K R N G - L I R N G  
AM 1 N 1 ( Z HOT ( 1 I Z T O P  ( 1 J ) 
7 L H N &  = 7 L R N G O  -05*CJELZ 
7 K h N G  = 7RRNG+O.OS*DELL 
2RHNG = R H O T ( 1 )  
on 5f i  I =2  . NROT 
KTRIUG = K T n P ( i I  
51: KRWNG = A M I N l ( K 8 R N L . k B O T L  L )  J 
Dn 60 I = 2 . N T f l P  
D E L R  = KTRNG-RRRNG 
K T R N G  = R TRNG+D . n 5 * D E  L R  
6 G  K T k N G  = A M A X l I K T R N G . H T U P (  I 1  ) 
K R H N G  = R B R N C i 0 . 0 5 * O E L K  
c. 
C--CHOnSF M A X I M U M  RANGE. AlvD E X P A N D  h A l u b E  I N  OTHER D I R E C T I O N  
LIMO? = l . l * A R S (  D E L Z - D E L R )  /2. 
I F  ( 0 E L R . G T o D E L Z )  LO T O  70 
K T R N G  = & T K N G t D M D Z  
kHkluG = K H H N C r U M O 7  
G(1 Tn do 
7( I K K N G  = 7 R K N G + D M D Z  
I I R h G  = ZLRNG-OMD2 
r 
33 
FIIHROLIJ I N F  R O O T ( d N D L . B N O R . Y G I V N r F U h G T I  TOLERI  XF I N U p  D F X J  
c 
C--HOCIT I - INDS A ROOT FOR ( F U N C T - Y G I V k )  I l \ r  T H E  I N T E R V A L  ( B N D L I B N D R )  
c 
x c  = I3NOL 
X R  = HNDR 
C A L L  F I I N L T t  HNOL r f X l  * O F X )  
on 213 1=1.213 
X M I U  = ( X L + X K ) / Z o  
C A I  L F U N C T ( X M I D r F X . D F X I  
[ f  ( ( F X l - Y G I V ~ ) a ( F X - Y G I V N ) . G T . C . )  GU T O  1 3  
X R  = X M I O  
GO TCI 2Ci 
10 X L  = X M I I )  
F X 1 =  FX 
70 L O N T I N U €  
X f l N D  = X M I D  
wK I T F 1 6 . 1  OOG” 1 
S T O P  
I F ( At3S ( Y  G I  V N - F  X ).LTo T O L E R )  R E T U R N  
BNDLI  b N D K  I Y G I V N  
l D C C ,  i -UKMAT(  / / / / 4 X * 4 9 H R U O T  H A S  F A 1  LED T O  C O N V E K G E  I N  THE G I V E N  I b T E R V A L  
1 / 4 X  r6t IHNOL = r G 1 4 . 6 s l O X . 6 H d N D R  =.Gl4.61 1 0 x 1  7 H Y C . I  V N  = r G 1 4 m  61 
F NO 
34 
S I F i f T C  C k O S S  
5 (IRROiJT i N  E C ROS S 4 Z R H R  S L 1 
1. 
C--CKUSS CALCLILATES R AS A F U N C T I O N  OF Z A L O N G  A C U R V E  AND A 
C - S T R A i t i h T  L I N E  W h I C H  I h r T E H S E C T S  I T 9  AND T H E N  F O R  A G I V E N  V A L J E  Of Z 
C--CALClJLATFS THE C I F F E R E N C E  BETWEEN Tt iE  V A L U E S  OF R ON THE 
C-STRniGt iT  L I N F  A N D  THE CURVE 
C 
CnHMON / I  N P I I  / M L  *HT r MZ MR Z B E G  I N *  2 END * 
l N t 3 n T  9 NTOP 9 ZRClT 4 50 ) . KHOTt  5 G  ) ZTOP ( 5C ) r RTOP ( 53 
2 N L E  9 NT E * Z  L E ( 5C 1 *KL E t 5 0 )  Z TE 
9 
50 1 K T E  ( 5@ ) 
COMMnN / C H O S /  K T E M (  5 0 J 9 S D T E M ( 5 C ) r H E F Z l h E F R I R E F S L  
1. 
C--LOC.ATF P 1 l S I T I O N  nF  2 I N  R R A D  ( O R  R T E M )  AARAY 
DLj 10 I=2.NROT 
I F  ( Z . L F . Z R O T ( i ) )  GO TO 20  
10 C O N 1  I N U E  
c 
C--CClMPtJTE R - C 3 0 R O I N A T E  ( H C U K V )  AluD S L U P E  ( S L )  ON THE C U R V E  
L - - F [ l R  THE ( ; IVFN V A L U E  OF Z 
7 0  D E L 2  = Zt3OT( [ ) - Z B O T ( I - l )  
Z R n T l  = l T B O T I I ) - L  
S D I  = SUTEM(  I )  
S O 1 1  = S I j T E M ( 1 - 1 )  
K T I l  = R T E M (  I - l ) / O E L Z  
I Z R O T  = L - L R O T (  1-1)  
n T I  = R T E M (  t ) / D E L E  
2CLIRV = S D I l * Z R O T Z ~ * 3 / 6 ~ / D E L Z  + S D I * L Z S O T * * 3 / 6 - / D E L Z  + 
14 R T  I - S ~ l l * D E L Z / 6 o ) + Z Z R O T  + ( R T I  l - S D I l * O t L L / 6 .  ) *ZEIUTZ 
S L  = - S U I l * Z B O T Z + * 2 / 2 . / D E L Z  + S D I * Z Z b O T * * Z / Z . / D E L Z  + 
lkTI-kTI1 - L S D I - S D I l ) * D E L Z / 6 .  
I F  ( R E F S I . o E O . O - )  CCI T O  30 
c. 
C - - C O M P U T E  N-CC3OHDINATE ( R L  IFJE) UN S T K A I t i H T  L I N E  
C--CCIR G I V E N  V A L U E  OF 2 
H L  INF  = K E ~ ~ H + K E F S L * ( Z - H E ~ Z )  
c. 
C--CCIMPLJTE I I I F F F R E N C E  I N  K C O O R O I N A T E S  
R H R  = H C i I R V - R L I N E  
K F T I J H N  
1. 
C - -SPF( ; IAL  C A S F  F O R  R A D I A L  S T K A l L H T  L I N E  
? b  k M R  = KCIJKV 
K E T t J R N  
F N D  
S I H F T C  S P L  INE 
SUI3ROIJT I N E  S P L  l N E ( X . Y I N . D Y U X . 0 2 Y D X 2 )  
C 
C--SPLINE F I T S  A S P L t N E  CLJRVk T O  X A h 0  Y 
C.--AND CALCIJ I  A T E S  F I R S T  AN0 SECONuU D E R I V A T I V E S  AT THE S P L I N E  PO[NTS 
C - - t N D  P O I N T  S E C O N D  D E R I b A T I V E S  Lhrk H A L F  THOSE A T  A D J A C E N T  P U I N T S  
35 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A FORTRAN IV program has been presented which computes and plots coordinates 
fo r  a two-dimensional orthogonal mesh between the walls of a channel. All routines in 
the program are in easily transferable FORTRAN code. A plot routine, however, uses  
in-house subroutines and equipment and would have to be recoded elsewhere. 
37 
This report  has presented a description of the method used, a description of the 
program itself, and a complete listing. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, January 28, 1972, 
764- 74. 
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APPENDIX - LEWIS LIBRARY SUBROUTINES 
The following descriptions of the NASA Library subroutines - LRMRGN, LRANGE, 
LRGRID, LRLEGN, LRCHSZ, and LRCURV- are copied from the NASA Lewis Program- 
m e r s  Manual. These routines are par t  of a microfilm plotting package called CINEMATIC. 
Subroutine LRMRGN 
Purpose. - LRMRGN is used to change the width of plot margins. 
Usage. - CALL LRMRGN (XLEFT, XRIGHT, YBOTM, YTOP) where XLEFT (float- 
ing point) is the left margin width in absolute positioning units, XRIGHT (floating point) 
is the right margin width in absolute positioning units, YBOTM (floating point) is the 
lower margin width in absolute positioning units, and YTOP (floating point) is the upper 
margin width in absolute positioning units. 
BOTTOM, 1 . 0  absolute positioning units; RIGHT and TOP, 0 .4  absolute positioning 
units. A call to LRMRGN before LRCURV will change the width of the margins. A 
f rame of film contains 10 absolute positioning units in the horizontal and in the vertical 
directions. Thus, a margin of 1 .0  absolute positioning units is 1/10 of a f rame wide. 
Restrictions. - LRMRGN must be called before the plotting routine it applies to. 
The settings of LRMRGN remain in effect until changed by another call to LRMRGN. 
Method. - CINEMATIC sets margins around the plotting area as follows: LEFT and 
Subroutine LRANGE 
Purpose. - LRANGE is used to set the range of (X,Y) curve points. 
Usage. - CALL LRANGE (XLEFT, XRIGHT, YBOTM, YTOP), where XLEFT is the 
left end point of a plot in the user 's  units, XRIGHT is the right end point of a plot in the 
use r ' s  units, YBOTM is the lower end point of a plot in the user's units, and YTOP is 
the upper end point of a plot in the use r ' s  units. 
Method. - The curve-plotting subroutine LRCURV searches the (X, Y) coordinates 
f o r  maximums and minimums and scales the rest of the user 's  points to f i t  between 
them. A call to LRANGE before LRCURV suppresses the search.  
LRANGE remain in effect f o r  all successive plots until changed by another call to 
LRANGE. XLEFT = XRIGHT = 0 .0  can be used to remove the LRANGE X-settings with- 
out providing new ones. YBOTM = YTOP = 0.0 does the same f o r  Y-settings. 
The settings of 
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Restrictions. - LRANGE must be called before the curve plotting routine it applies 
to. The settings of LRANGE remain in effect until changed by the u s e r .  
Subroutine LR GR ID 
Purpose. - LRGRID is used to specify grid line changes. 
Usage, - CALL LRGRID (MCODE, IYCODE, DX, DY). MCODE (fixed point) is a 
MCODE = 0 means return to using CINEMATIC'S built-in grid format (11 grid 
MCODE = +1 means DX specifies how many grid lines; MCODE = -1 suppresses 
MCODE = *2 means DX specifies grid intervals; MCODE = -2 suppresses grid 
MCODE = *3 means DX specifies how many "tick marks" instead of grid 
MCODE = *4 means DX specifies interval between "tick marks"; MCODE = - 4  
DX (floating point) specifies grid l ine o r  "tick mark" frequency o r  intervals, depending 
on how MCODE is set. IYCODE (fixed point) is the s a m e  as MCODE, but it applies to 
horizontal grid lines. DY (floating point) is the s a m e  as DX but fo r  horizontal grid lines. 
Method. - CINEMATIC puts 11 horizontal and 11 vertical grid lines on every plot, 
unless LRGRID is called. When a grid l ine frequency is specified, CINEMATIC sets the 
interval between the specified number of grid lines to be  equal to ZxlO", where 
Z = 1 . 0 ,  2.0,  2.5, o r  5 .0  and n depends on the magnitude of the use r ' s  data. To get 
these intervals, CINEMATIC will adjust the end points of the plot, if necessary.  This 
adjustment occurs only when a grid l ine frequency is specified. To avoid any adjust- 
ments, specify grid intervals. 
settings of LRGRID remain in effect until changed by another call to LRGRID. 
switch used as follows: It applies to  vertical grid lines. 
lines). 
grid labels. 
labels. 
lines; MCODE = - 3  suppresses grid labels. 
suppresses grid labels. 
Restriction. - LRGRID must be called before the plotting routine it applies to. The 
Subroutine LRLEGN 
Purpose. - LRLEGN is used to print a legend anywhere on a plot. 
Usage. - CALL LRLEGN (CHARS, N, IORIEN, X ,  Y, EOP). CHARS is an a r r a y  
of characters to be printed. CHARS must be dimensioned large enough fo r  the number 
of characters desired (four characters pe r  word on the 360; six characters per  word 
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on the 7094/7044 direct  couple). N (fixed point) is the number of characters to be 
printed. IORIEN (fixed point) is a switch: 
IORIEN = 0 causes horizontal printing. 
IORIEN = 1 causes vertical printing. 
X (floating point) is the X-coordinate of the start ing point in absolute positioning units. 
Y (floating point) is they-coordinate of the start ing point in absolute positioning units. 
EOP (floating point) is a switch: 
EOP = 0 indicates the current plot is not yet complete. 
EOP = 1 indicates the current plot is complete. No more calls to plotting o r  
Method. - The u s e r  expresses the (X,Y) start ing point of a line of printing in ab- 
solute positioning units. Absolute positioning units range from 0.0 to 10.0 in both the 
X- and Y-directions for  one f r a m e  of film. Absolute positioning units give the u s e r  a 
coordinate system to specify (X,Y) points independent of points on a curve. 
s izes ,  italics, lower case,  and special symbols. 
printing subroutines fo r  this plot wi l l  occur. 
LRLEGN prints medium-size characters.  The u s e r  may also get other character 
S u bro u t i ne LRC HSZ 
Purpose. - LRCHSZ is used to change the s i z e  of printed characters.  
Usage. - CALL LRCHSZ (ISIZE) where ISIZE (fixed point) gives the size: 
ISIZE = 0 means let CINEMATIC resume selecting the size. 
ISIZE = 1 means miniature characters.  
ISIZE = 2 means small  characters.  
ISIZE = 3 means medium characters.  
ISIZE = 4 means large characters.  
Method. - LRCHSZ changes the character size fo r  all character printing that fol- 
lows. The specified s i z e  remains in effect until changed by another call to LRCHSZ. 
Large: 43 characters per line, 22 lines pe r  f rame.  
Medium: 64 characters pe r  line, 32 l ines pe r  frame. 
Small: 86 characters pe r  line, 43 lines per frame. 
Miniature: 128 characters per  line, 64 lines per  f rame.  
Restriction. - LRCHSZ must be called before the printing subroutine it applies 
to. 
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Subroutine LRCURV 
Purpose. - LRCURV is used to plot one curve of a multiple-curve plot. 
Usage. - CALL LRCURV (X,Y,N, ITYPE, SYMBOL, EOP). X (floating point) is 
an a r r ay  of X-coordinates f o r  the curve. Y (floating point) is an a r r a y  of Y-coordinates 
fo r  the curve. N (fixed point) is the number of (X,Y) points to be plotted. ITYPE is a 
switch that indicates the type of plot desired: 
ITYPE = 1 specifies a dot plot. Each (X,Y) point is represented by a dot. 
ITYPE = 2 specifies a vector plot. Successive (X,Y) points are joined by 
ITYPE = 3 specifies a symbol plot. Each (X,Y) point is represented by a sym- 
ITYPE = 4 specifies a special symbol plot. Each (X,Y) point is represented by 
straight lines. 
bol. The FORTRAN character in SYMBOL specifies the symbol used. 
a special symbol taken f rom the SPECIAL CHARACTER TABLE. The 
special symbol used is the one corresponding to the FORTRAN character 
in SYMBOL. 
used. 
used. 
ITYPE = 5 is the s a m e  as ITYPE = 3, except that a sma l l e r  s i z e  symbol is 
ITYPE = 6 is the s a m e  as ITYPE = 4, except that a sma l l e r  s i z e  symbol is 
SYMBOL specifies the plotting symbol when ITYPE = 3 o r  4. When ITYPE = 1 o r  2, 
SYMBOL must appear in the call list but is not used by LRCURV. EOP is a switch that 
indicates when the last subroutine call fo r  a given plot is being made: 
EOP = 0.0 means the current plot is not yet complete. More subroutine calls 
fo r  this plot will follow. 
EOP = 1.0  means the current plot is complete. No more printing o r  plotting 
subroutines wi l l  be called f o r  this plot. 
Method. - LCURVE provides greater  flexibility in drawing curves. LRCURV is 
useful f o r  the plotting situation in which all (X,Y) points f o r  a plot are not in the com- 
puter memory at the s a m e  time. Several calls to LRCURV may be made fo r  the s a m e  
plot. 
The X and Y a r r ays  are in whatever units the u s e r  is working with. LRCURV scales  
his data range to fit the s i z e  of the plot on film. The u s e r  should call LRANGE before 
LRCURV to supply the range of his data points to CINEMATIC. If the u s e r  does not 
call LRANGE, LRCURV will take the user 's  data range from the f i r s t  call to LRCURV 
f o r  any given plot. 
ing plotting. 
LRCURV does not destroy the contents of X, Y, N, ITYPE, SYMBOL, o r  EOP dur- 
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